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AMT 

The tops are off as AMT Group doubles its convertibles fleet ready for summer   

 

AMT Group, the growing Leeds headquartered vehicle rental business, has taken deliver of a further 

order of vehicles, doubling the number of convertibles in its burgeoning fleet of specialist and prestige 

vehicles. 

As the British climate is finally improving, the company has added a further selection of top-of-the-range 

summer-inspired vehicles with models including the Mercedes Benz SLK250 Convertible, the Mercedes 

Benz E-Class Cabriolet and the Jaguar F Type V6 Convertible.  AMT’s existing fleet also includes the 

SL350 AMG Sport, the SL63 AMG and the E250 AMG from Mercedes Benz as well as the Audi A3 TDi S 

Line. 

 

The convertibles are available from AMT’s seven UK locations: Edinburgh, Manchester, Leeds, 

Birmingham, Gatwick, London (Enfield) and Bristol.  

 

“Despite our unpredictable weather, Brits love convertibles.  We always see a spike in demand for them 

around May time and this year we’re ready with convertibles increasing from 9% of our 1,500-strong 

fleet to 17% as we approach the summer period,” explains Andy Crinson, general manager of AMT 

Vehicle Rental.  “During the hot spell in July 2015, the number of convertibles rented from us was 

almost a quarter higher than during our previous record number and we have already seen a 94% surge 

in bookings from May to August this year.  

 

“With convertible vehicles featuring increasingly sophisticated roof systems which take away all of the 

hassle traditionally associated with taking the roof down, their enduring appeal is proving more popular 

than ever and attracting a wider range of customers.” 
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AMT Vehicle Rental serves both the corporate and leisure markets, focussing on prestige and sports 

performance cars, electric and hybrid; plus people carriers, MPVs, commercial 4x4s and double cab pick-

ups, many with tow bars.  Vehicles are available to rent from just one day to six months or longer.  As 

well as private individuals, customers include accident and fleet management providers; insurance and 

utility companies; local authorities and emergency services; and hospitality and travel businesses. 

The group also has a leasing division offering a substantial short term leasing fleet comprising all types 

of cars and commercial vehicles. 

Established in 1995, AMT Group is a privately owned business employing 180 staff around the UK.  It 

offers a complete automotive solution via its vehicle rental; short term lease; contract hire and leasing; 

and specialist cars divisions. 

 


